
Sections 1-4. Define the given words by how they are used in the chapter. Place the 
letter of the definition in the blank next to the word that is described. Not all definitions 
will be used. 

Section 1. If the statement is true, write TRUE in the blank; if the statement is false, 
write FALSE in the blank. 

Section 2. Fill in the blanks with words from the Word Bank. There will be unused 
words. 

Chapter 26: Immigration Name:

Time: Date:

1. immigration a. run-down rental apartments 

2. discrimination c. people moving from one country to another

3. tenement f. cities; an area usually governed by a mayor

4. urban g. country life

5. nativists h. opinions of people based on race or grouping

s. people who put long-term citizenship over 
immigrants

6. Originally, most immigrants came from Britain and China.

7. New immigrants were escaping from poverty and war.

8. Many new immigrants were non-English speaking.

tenemant immigrants Angel Island Ellis Island

disease Catholics cities business

valleys neighborhoods towns literacy

9. In 1892, the federal government opened _______________.

10. Officials checked immigrants for _______________ and criminal 
backgrounds.

11. The government rejected about two percent of _______________.

12. Immigrants settled in _______________ to find work in factories.



Section 3. Circle the letter of the correct answer for each problem. 

Section 4. Fill in the blanks with words from the Word Bank that answers each 
question. There will be unused words. 

13. Immigrants tended to settle in _______________ with people like themselves. 

14. Poor people lived in _______________ buildings with terrible living 
conditions.

15. Why did the Americans and French 
build the statue?

16. What is the official name of the 
statue?

F. to pay off French debts B. Statue of Liberty

H. to celebrate freedom I. Liberty

M. to create jobs for artists U. The Torch Bearer

W. to insult the British Z. Liberty Enlightening the 
World

Protestants reduced wages nativists reduced immigration

Catholics rising crime high taxes Chinese Exclusion Act

17. Why did unions oppose immigration?

18. What religious group did Americans dislike?

19. What city problems did immigrants get blamed for?

20. What group opposed immigration?

24. What reduced the number of Chinese immigrants?

25. What did the Immigration Act of 1924 do?


